
on Lesier's 9/1/75 visit 	LIW 9/12/75 

The nature of his departure made me wonder if he is uncertain or overcertain of 
himself. Aside from being needlessly secretive. 

I said it he'd tell me where he was going I'd tell him the best way for the 
traffic conditions he could expect and the shortest. He said he knew how to get back. 
He had options that could have made a big difference and if he took wrong turns that 
a stranger could easily he'd waste much time. So, I told him to take exit 14 on the 
Beltway and it would take him around northwest Washington traffic. when he seemed 
reluctant to tell me what part of Washington he was going to I told him to take the 
Roosevelt bridge if he were going to anywhere near the CBS offices and how to know 
when he Ileared that exit. The man's attitude was odd. What is wrong with asking or 
being offered suggestions when he is strange to the area? What would be strange ix 
about his going to his own offices or to a hotel or to a friend or anywhere? I was 
not prying and it made no difference to me where he went or why. I was trying to be 
helpful, no more, but he had some kind of block against it. His attitude was such I 
can imagine his going wrong although he had expressed gratitude for th4 details and 
accurate instructions that made getting here so easy. 

I walked out to his car with him to help him turn around. Waldron's car was in 
the way as he came in. I explained that he could not go back too far because I had a 
log firmly attached to the earth with steel, to back into the railed-off area until 
he hit and he would then make the turn in a single operation. Be said he understood. 
I watched. He was going back too far before starting to turn, so I signalled him and 
he did turn sharply. I kept signalling him to go back farthur but he didn't. Be then 
found he could not make the simple turn and had to back again, toward a side rail. 
I signalled him to keep coming back.EIR He knew I was there watching. But he did not 
heed my signals, started forward again and had to drive over grass because he was 
not able to turn sharpy enough to stay on the lane. Be did no damage to any plantings 
but he did it the hard way merely because as was apparent throughout his visit he has 
this compulsion to be at cross-purposes. (I measured the turnaround with a Cadillac 
and the fuel-oil truck makes it in a single operation but Ernie knows better and does 
it harder. 

I asked Lil to read the memo and suggest anything I may have forgotten. There came 
a point when, after he had argued rather than asked questions I apparently asked him 
a series of questions or made statements that began like restions, OD° you think that..." 
and he said, "I'm not here to answer questions." (I asked him nothing about their show 
except was he working on more than MLK.) The kind of "do you thinks" I can recall are 
about the "window dressing" part of the minitrial as he had quoted Beasley. Did he 
think the prosecution was composed of ingiax incompetent lawyers who did not know what 
they were doing, that they'd have gone to all the trouble to present all the irrelevant 
if they had no purpose or perceived no need. If there were other areas where this happened 
I do not recall them but I was responding to his defenses of the prosecution with rhetorical 
questions that required no answer. I remember following this with asking him what real 
evidence they had against Ray, how they could even place him at the scene of the crime 
or even in the city for two hours before it, matters dealing with evidence and his 
presumed purpose in coming here. In the end he was faced with his inability to respond. 

4/e didn't think of Carpenter, so I offered Carpenter as a witness. He said Stephens 
and I ..allughed. Be said eanipe and I said maybe, who else? He had none to offer except 
what is in the earlier memo on Brewer (a reflection of his knowledge or his honesty). 
It is then that I noted the list of 400 witnesses and how any defense could prepare for 
so many and the purpose of listing s? many when they had nothing to do with the crime 
itself. I am sure that he said what 141 remembers. I do not remember it. 

Lil noted her concern about the lew things I told him off the record. She doesn't 
trust him to be honorable. 

When she told me these things and that what I'd put in quotes attributed to Policoff 
was her representation of what Jerry had said and not necessarily his, I was reminded 
that there is no real purpose in his having lunched with rolicoff, if that is what hap-
pened if he is working on the Ling case only except to try to get what he can use prejudi-
cially against us. 



Memo on Ernie Leiser's visit between about 3:30 and 5:15 today, 9/11/75 

Waldron took the wrong exit and was late getting here. We then decided he would 

wait until Lesiert left before he and I got into the substance of the purpose of his 
visit. We chatted until Lesier came. Prior to Leiser's coming we discussed what I would 

and woul not do. Martin said that if they want tp use my work they should pay for 

it, as he had last night. He stayed almost until the end. He then picked up a set of 

the Whitewash books, walked into the kitchen with Lil, and paid her for them. He 
then told her under his breath, "Dull Thursday." For him it must have been. (He 
said heSd be back in a coyple of weeks. In talking with Leiser, who asked him what the 
Times feels about what CBS is up to, he said other than I understood last night, that 

one particular man in the Times "bullpen" of editorial brains wants a reinvestigation.) 
Leiser never did say what he came for. When he left 11.1 asked me if I knew. She 

sat in on all of it and was in the next room at the time she was most distant. The 

rooms have an open connection and she was there but momentarily. 
I made clear at the outset that there were some thing I would not say unless we 

taped and that I was prepared to make tapes for each of us. He did not accept this 

offdr and I did not press it. (I had discussed it with kartin, who had agreed that we 

would do it when we spoke when I explainedo my reasons had nothing to do with him or 
any question about his integrity.) The two tape recorders are where they were still, 
out in the open with an extension cord to which neither was connected also in the open. 

I explained thtt he could remember only so much of what had to be off the record 
and without a way of knowing he could make a mistake so that if he did not have a 
tape I'd have to restrict this. There were a few things I felt I had to tell him tat 
I also told him they had to be off the record and why. 

The first time he asked me a question that goes to my own work I told him politely 

but explicitly that I would not give my work away and had no intention of doing it. I 
told him he is paid for his. (He argued later and said he gives away things on the 
history of TV.) I also told him there were come thing I could not tell him because of 

the obligations my role imposes on me. When he came to these kinds of questions, 

as he did often (he took no notes) in each case I told him explicitly why I would not 
answer it. 

He argued from the first without, apparently, realizing it. I don't think he 
understands that he doesn't hide his partisanship and may have deceived himself into 
believing he is not partisdn. He also persisted in casting me in the wrong role, no 

matter how many times I corrected him. One example, "why do you and Lesar bleed so for 
a man like Ray," close to an exact quote. I bad told him earlier and several times 

that our interest is not a personal one, that we are interested in the law, in justice 

and the kind of society we have. When he came back to this for the last time I tried 
to equate it with what lawyers do in taking cases like Miranda, qdeon v Wainright, 

and what prominent firms do with their pro bono work and some of what the ACLU does. 
After this he did not again misrepresent this. 

He argued the story of Ray buying the rifle. Here I told him a Jerry story off 
the record, about driving. After this explanation he dropped that. 

He said that Beasley had told him that if he had it to do over again he'd drop 
all the window dressing. Here I asked him what there was by way of evidence other 
than this public-relations stuff that had no other purpose. He said there was the 

stipulation and I said, right, that is what is at issue now. But other than that what 
witnesses and evidence does the state have? (He didn't mention any of the live ones 
put on in the ninitrial.) 1,:,[e said 10 or a dozen and I asked him to name them. I agreed 
'maybe they would have put anipe on during a trial but said I doubted it. Who is 2? He 

said Stephens and I laughed. I reminded him that Stanton said the only person who could 
put Ray in Memphis that day was Carpenter and that was two hours earlier. He said 

Bessie Brewer and I reminded him she refused to identifya picture of Ray. And here 
he ran out. I then asked him wy the state told the defense it was calling 400 iliat 
witnesses from all over the world and how could a defense possibly prepare a defense 

agai&so many so spread out. I then told him the admission by Dwyer, that they would 

have called less than 10 from Memphis and asked why all the others if they were not 
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deemed necessary for some purpose by the not incompetent lawyers know judges) of the 
prosecution - out what did any of these have to do with the actual killing or any 
part Hay could have had in it? Here he admitted that they were not relevant. 

I then said that there was no case without all the window-dressing and that it was 
a substitute for a case. I then asked him what there was without this, with no 
witn4sses and nothing to connect Hay with the crime. He tried to argue the ballistics 
and I asked him why when we could and before an impartial judge should have gotten 
a trial order on what we produced on this alone and when Haile knew there was this 
risk he did not cross examine or put a single rebuttal witness on. Jle had no answer. 
Here I also said that I did not think that Haile and McRae conspired in the dark of 
night and I therefore felt Haile knew the danger he was running, so this can mean 
only that he did not dare cross because that would have made out case firmer. 

I explained that I am a partisan, that while it is wrong for the media it is not 
wrong and is right for a citizen and a writer not of news. I also said that I was 
as I see it Establishmentarian, that my purpose is to make the system work and to use 
the system to make it work. Thus I am in court. 

tla seems to have some unarticulated strange notion„of what we are interested in 
and seems unable to understand the obvious, that with Jim and me this is a question 
of.principle and that there is no chance of personal reward. But he cant hide this in 
his manner or in his questions, not one of which had anything to do with my work, 
income, experience, competence or anything like that. 

He asked me how Bud got me into this. I said I got Bud into it and he went no 
farther. He asked me about Livingston's theories, including Youngblood and "Cliff" 
and I told him I did not sabre them and wasn't really that familiar with them. When 
he said that Livingston seemed to connect the two I said I was unaware of this or 
any reason for it. I told him I did not believe it to be either fact or my function 
to pu5lbe such things, that my role as investigator was to develop fact for evidence 
and use in defending Ray, not in or to save the crime and specifically that in no 
case had I tried to, although I had come accross some leads and believe they can lead 
to something. 

When he said that Bud told him he believes the shot could have been fired from 
the WilwrimmrkillmfIrtimnand bathroom I told him I did not know what Bud believes, that 
Bud is a lawyer who is busy because he also owes responsibility to other clients, that 
"I, not Bud, did the investigating, and my investigation satisfies me a shot from there 
is impossible from the State'w evidence. This is one of the points where I reminded 
him that Jim began with no practise, that neither of us has any income, and that Bud 
can't put in the time we have. I also told him there is a big difference between proving 
that Ray has not been proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt and solving the crime. 

When I told himl was satisfied I had airtight alibis in the proper not slang sense 
and refused to tell him what they are - I emphasized the plural - he tried to argue. 
Martin laughed and said I tried and it won t work. He won't talk about these things, 
Leiser's line is that we should have used this in the hearing. He even argued that we 
conducted outselves improperly at it. My responses to this were that this was not 
relevant at that hearing and that the line of showing counsel was ineffective by counsel's 
handling of the case and evidence was relevant to both the issue of effectiveness of 
counsel and the mandate for a full-scale judicial inquiry. I said that whwt I regard 
as the most important alibi is not and could not be relevant to Foreman's effectiveness. 
#e continued to argue, so I put it differently, asking him where we would be if we had 
put this evidence in and 'Ladle had objected on grounds of relevance and McRae had 
aa.i3tained him. I told him we tried to belong to white hats, that we tried to do things 
the right way, and that unless we did we would not be either honest of capable of doing 
a good job. We knew it was not relevant. So, we did not use it and it would have been 
wrong if we had. l'esides, why blot/ it by tipping it to the dada State? 

He tfted to argue - and I don t think he is aware of the extent to which he argues - 
that we owed it to ay to use thiE because if we lose in 6th circuit we are legally 
lost. I said there Es more besides the Supreme L'ourt and that we do not expect to lose. 
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I also told him that if we did
 lose that did not exhaust the

 legal possibilities. When 

he actually asked what others 
there are I said that this was

 a defense matter I would 

not discuss, that I had starte
d working on this aspect years

 ago and laid much work 

aside until the day it would b
e needed, but that Jim and I w

ere aware of and believe 

there is good prospect for ot
hert legal approaches. Par

tin added 'political." I do 

think that Leiser here was doi
ng more than arguing, that he 

is unaware of them. 

There came a point when he sai
d he was impartial when I'd su

ggested he had a 

preconception that showed. He 
said he was not defending Beas

ley and would take the 

same approach about me. (That
 would be the day!) 

He even argued that McRae was 
wrong in favoring us. I did no

t start this. I told 

him the opposite is true and g
ave him examples. When I told 

him how we haft to go over 

nays coming testimony with 
him, during lunch hours, he d

ropped that. I then pointed 

out that Haile had blackmailed
 McRae and that McRae had viol

ated our rights and made 

adequate preparation impossibl
e by ordering untimely discove

ry against Ray when we 

should have been to MeRae's kn
owledge preparing, that he con

tinued to keep time 

pressures on us thereafter, an
d that after Haile had threate

ned to sieze Ray's files 

if NeRae did not order discove
ry long after the time for it 

expired and thenedid 

the minute Ray reached Memphi
s McRae ruled it immaterial. 

I also noted that cRae 

had to be reminded that we had
 not been given a witness list

 and was silent when to 

his knowledge we were given a 
100/0 fraudulent one the night

 before the State put 

on its case. I used Temkin as 
an example of what this meant 

to us. 

Bubba Blackwell, who had refus
ed access to the evidence to m

e as defense 

investigator% seems to have op
ened it for CBS. Leiser told m

e about going through 

a box and finding all sorts o
tstuff kept in, dunped into a

nd out of, tjat blue bag. 

This much I wrote immediately 
on his leaving. After supper: 

It could be argued that he was
 trying to get the feel of me,

 but he asked me 

nothing about myself, my wo
rk on the case, how I did it, 

with or without what support, 

how I got Bud into it, etc. He
 said this was perparatory to 

a filming to Rather, and 

he by then understood my posit
ion well enough to add on what

 I would not consider 

improper. I agreed but acid I 
would hot be able to afford to

 do this at my expense, 

having no incomd. He said that
 was, of course, understood. B

ut he asked me no questions 

having to do with my role in t
he case that he could use in w

riting a script for Rather. 

I had placed only one limitati
on on evidence at the outset: 

that I would not discuss 

what might be covered by the p
rotective order but have no in

hibitions about any of the 

rest that is in evidence. He a
sked me no question, not one, 

about this. He did try 

to argue me into telling him w
hat I said I would not, which 

prompted Martin's laughing 

interjection. He did arN that
 we should have conducted the

 content of the hearing 

other than we did. Re did not 
ask me how I came upon any evi

dence, what I think any 

of it means or can mean, who 
1  interviewed or when - noth

ing that I can think of as 

ordinary preparation for the R
ather filmed interview. 

So, as Lil asked after he left
, what did he come for? 

It certainly was not to learn 
about my qualification or abou

t the substance of the 

Ray side of the legal questio
ns or facts. 

There were several points whe
re he said what I had not aid

 or indicated or where 

he transposed my statements ab
out one thing to relate to ano

ther. He did not hide his 

pique when I corrected him. On
e was my statement that Ray ha

d engaged in criminal 

activity. I had said there was
 criminal activity after'Ray l

eft the pen. Ile interpreted 

this to mean by Ray and other 
than was public. When I correc

ted him his answer was 

that I had written of this. Mi
ne was that I had written befo

re meeting Ray and of what 

was public, with sources cited
. He wqs actually saying that 

Ray had engaged in other 

criminal acts as though I had
 said this. 

I did tell him off the record 
that DJ had offered Ray a deal

 and that Bud was 

not my source. ...He said of h
is interview with Jerry that J

erry had said he was working 

at the time and could prove wh
ere he was and offered his uns

olicited opinion that Jerry's 

Winfneemrd 
	at.work,did not prove he wa

s notpart of a conspiracy. I f
ound 

(My commentson all Rays, littt
le as they were, were off 

the record.) 



Dear Jim, 	Leiser's visit 	 9/11/75 

111 had been told by Jerry that Leiser is a "slick article." I think he is 

pretty transparent. However, MY options were limited and throughout all I had to 

consider the possible impact on Ray. After the tick he pulled on you I'd rather not 

have onything to do with Leiser of the CBS Ray program. Were I alone involved I'd have 

done what my letter to the fanemail dept. forecast. Rut I got to thinking about it 

and the nastiness they can work into a script they alone control and felt I'd best 

see him. 
I had hardly taken the paper out of the machine on the memo I've laid aside for 

la to read when I thought of other things. he asked me about 'Ay Ray tapes, whose 

they are, can they be heard and had Bay placed any restrictions onthene I said that 

when you could you met the plane and debriefed me and that we dubbed these tapes when 

there was but the two of us. That no other had had any need to hear them so no other 

did. That Ray placed no restrictions but I did even though I refard them as my property. 

I made it clear that nobody gill hear them unless it serves ilay s interest and that I 

have my set put where it can t be found easily and one set out of my possession. He 

asked me what we talked about and . I told him everything, all sorts of things. That I 

never conduct a pre-structured interview but instead *nee& in and take the time for 

Conversations in which I can more easily learn if I get different versions of the 

same incident. That I'm convinced that ay has not lied to me but I was initially 

aware that in seeming to be responsive lie wasn't. That then and more frequently 

later there were some things about which Ray simplysaid he did not want to talk. 

Lesier didn't even as as what things. Nothing except what he could have asked as a 

prelude to a request for the tapes or access to them. 
Reporters, writers and interrogators can differ in their methods and interests 

but this guy did not ask me what I would regard as preparation for the Rather intere 

view. If be had do you think that after coming all the way here Waldron would have 

left 15 minutes after the time I said was the OSAIMUM this guy was going to stay? 

Would it have been that dull to Martin, oven km if Leiser had asked an probing 

questions of any kind? 
There were a number of occasions on which I found it not easy to explain to my-

self his appearance of annoyance when I corrected a misrepresentation or misinter-

pretation of what I'd said, to the point that after it was over and I had a chance 

to think about it I actually wondered if he had an fe bug hiddta on himself and a 

receiver-recorder in the nearby oar. I don't think so and didn t while we were talking 

but when as soon as I could think for a second it was so apparent that he was not 

engaging in &normal preparation for Mather I had to wonder why and why he wise 

represented what was plainly other than he said. Onppossibly not in the memo is on 

solving the *rime and what I'd said. I than made it specific that I'd never made 

any effort to solve any of them, as my work Shows.tmartin laighed wIen I said I have 

no idea who killed anyone and said he does. I didn t ask who. 
Lil said afterward that I should have taped it; I told her that I had made him the 

offer and felt it would be wrong to press him or make a unilateral decision. 

Martin was careful not to give him a personal endorsement and to suggest that he 

has questionable connections, mob-type, but he did tell mm that a Waco lawyer, David 

Copeland, has tha Buie story about Foreman and that it was in Colliers. We should be 

abbe to get a xerox from Copeland. He should be listed in the directory. eopeland at 

one time represented one of the accused. 

Leiser again: when an interviewee offers"to tape the interview for the interviewer 

and the interviewer, who takes no notes, has no interest, it occured to me after he 

left, there is something odd. I didn't even ask him to pay for the cassettes and he 

didn t take any notes. If I'd thought of it I'd have asked him why. But we began with 



Dear Jim, 	Ieiser's visit 	 9/11/75 

La had been told by Jerry that Leiser is a "slide article." I t
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pretty transparent. Remover, my options wore limited end through
out all I had to 
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Add on Lesier's 9/11/75 visit 	Ell 9/12/75 

The nature of his departure made ma wonder if he is uncertain or ov
ereertain of 

himself. Aside from being needlessly seerstivte 

I said it he'd tell me where be was going I'd tell him the best way
 for the 

traffic conditions he could expect and the shortest. Ire said he kne
w how to get back. 

Be had options that could have made a big difference and if he took
 wrong turns that 

a stranger could easily he'd waste much time. So, I told him to tak
e exit 14 on the 

Beltwey and it would take him around nemthwest Washington traffic. 
When he seemed 

reluctant to tell me what part of Vaeh4egton he was going to I told him to take the 

Roosevelt bridge if he were going to anywhere near the CBS offices and 
bow to know 

whew he *Bred that exit. The man's attitude was odd. What is wrong
 with asking or 

being offered suggestions when he is strange to the area? What w
ould be &Arenas to 

about his going to his own offices or to a hotel or to a friend or 
smelters? I wan 

not prying and it made no difference to me where he went or why. I 
was trying to be 

helpful, no more, but he had some kind of block against it. His att
itude was such I 

can imagine his going wrong although be bad expressed gratitude for
 the details and 

accurate instructions that made getting here so  easy. 

I walked out to his oar with him to help him turn around. Waidron'
s *areas in 

the way as he came in. I explained that he could not go back too
 far because I had a 

Jag firmly attaobed to the earth with steel, to back into the ranedeof
f area until 

he hit and he would then make the turn in a single operation. He sa
id he understood. 

watched, He was going back too far before starting to turn, so I si
gnalled him and 

he did turn sharply. I kept signalling bim to go back farthur but he didn't. Be then 

found he could not wake the simple turn and ha* to back again, towa
rd a side rail. 

I signalled him to keep coming backelta He knew I was there watchin
g. But he did not 

heed my signals, started forward again and had to drive over grass 
because he Was 

not able to turn sharpty enough to stay on the lane. He did no dama
ge to any plantings 

but he did it the hard way merely because as was apparent throughou
t his visit ha has 

this compulsion to be at cross-purposes. (I measured the turnaround with a Cadillac 

and the fuel-oil truck makes it in a mingle operation but Bettie kno
ws better and does 

it harder. 
I asked 111 to read the memo and suggest anything I may have forgot

ten. There came 

a point when, after he had argued rather than asked questions 1 app
arently asked him 

a series of questions or made statements that began rekedrestiorts,
 'Do you think that..." 

and be said, "I'm not here to answer questions." (1 	him no
thing about their show 

except was he working on more than MLK.) The kind of "do you think
s" I can mall are 

about the "window dressing" part of the minitrial as he bad quoted Beasley. Did be 

think the prosecution was composed of lagiatx incompetent lawyers who did not know what 

they were doing, that they'd have gene to all the trouble to pres
ent all the irrelevant 

if they had no purpose or Perceived no need. If there were ot
her areas where this happened 

I do not recall them but I was responding to his defenses of the pr
osecution with rhstorioal • 

questions the'; required no answer. I remember tsllowing this wit
h asking him what real 

evidence they bad against Ray, how they could even place his at 
the scene of the crime 

or even in the city for two hours before it, matters dealing with e
vidence and his 

presumed purpose in coming here. In the end he was faced with his inability to respond. 

e didn't thine  of Carpenter, so I offered Carpenter as a witness
. Be said Stepbens 

and IRaegbed. Be said Ganipe and I said maybe, who else? He had no
ne to offer except 

what is in the earlier mese on Brewer (a reflection of his knowledge or hie honesty). 

It is then that I noted the list of 400 witnesses and how any defen
se could prepare for 

so many and the purpose of listing 82 many when they had nothing
 to do with the crime 

itself. I an sure that he said ehattil remembers. I do not remember it. 
Lil noted her concern about the few things I told him off the re

cord. She doesn't 

trust him to be honorable. 
When she told me those things and that what I'd put in quotes attributed to Policoff 

was her representation of what Jerry had said and not necessarily his, I was reminded 
that there is no real purpose in his having lunched with olicoff, if tha

t is what hap-

pened le he is working on the ing case only except to try to get what he can use p
rejudi. 

cially against us. 



Rt. 12, Frederick, Bd. 21701 

9/12/75 

Moo Robert lolvingotan 
12 S. Hain St., #940 
hemphis, Tenn. 38103 

Boar Bob, 

This has been ono of hose days of counties:1 Interrupt
ions and needs that kept 

me from what I 'wanted to paend tbn day doing. 

Ye have not movod. They've renumbered to rural tooted
. 

I now feoe a< situation where I must drive from out of 
the oity into it and 

maks two stgpsia not much more than sa hour and durin
g a thunderstorms no I'll 

have to be brief. 

When I mould not see 	two earlier Um:412=i° Lsi
osr moo hero yestooday 

afternoon. hails not for uso Ho did not oono 	fo
r his oxtunsible ounces, Act 

his Went to ridlouleyon is not Only.  Usual:4MM, it in 000lioit. Be saira out talk 

non000so, that he can't undorot=d what you are takito
 about, Volt Jots have now 

connected "Cliff" aad Youngblood. ono that be has yet 
to rut you tat iz cling to 

Meaphio next 'week. 

Obviously none et thin hap onythino to do with de:fool:
loc. Ursine that, too, may 

at ewe point be roborraseing to you. end 'woo as wail
 ae Iat tho chant and all of us. 

I was reluotant to talk to h4= at all but felt I had n
o choico. There is ally ono 

defense investigator. Out thare uro the liOoyero and 
ror Iogitimato porposoo when 

they have only 30 minutes for the whole thtoo they Wed= 
 aura  thou. Q44 ca  =gelid 

they have at least one, the on who boo boon moat acti
ve is tba ease and now i so 

overwholood by work that Ivo alone does tooth* haaa't 
time to write letters. 

Leiser was polite about it but be aloo trioa to bloc/ 
non Jim. He backed off 

whentiotrefused to be blackmailed. Be has a past of w
hich I can tell you if you 

want to know but not now. 

I ,ranted to sake two t hie a opos of ouo conoereation, ono far hie 	0O0 for us. Leiser 

deolinodo Two others not with bluowore here. I find h
is onmillingsoes to go smoywith 

a tape not typioal furor* in his business. The one
 wpm*, it served was forme not 

to have one alas. 

Jim, who ham had moro to do vith than poo:46, roan cur.
, etvonAy than I that 

you should not be filmed or gaped or appear in any soy
. This will not prevent thee 

from quoting ohatever you may have said but it will de
ny them footaos and it will not 

show your face or voice in what Ingo/bib:11'14.0 be hur
tful to your  yeas' praotios, your 

family and to jimoy. Jim asked me to writs Bair t° tbis effect. I hero also told. Jimoy 

that if he bus NAY cOnovIOMmoo to phone Jim. Bud is t
o call me later about another matter 

and I poosume that Jim will have dioousood this with h
im before gars. 

Jim is persuaded that thee* poople are goloo bo aoks o
 big thing out of disadroonont 

omoog counsel. That alone oan hurt the client and for
 that there is no logiUmato Sour. 

nolistio need. I hovels less to go on than Jim but the
 clear indications to Atil from 

Leiser confirm Jim. SO, please be careful haoaurot
th aaa 'luau* in out agree to be 

interviewed, for air une. If you have any questions lassos nail. 
we end  it  Yew* thied: you 

will want to listen to it again or for any other 
pUrp060$ be proparad to tope our con-

versation. I'll be ablo to do th. Emma daft, for 
jla au» tea. 

Bast 
Harold Weisberg 



Bear Jn 

After writing Jimey it =cured to as that the State would open and read if not 
also copy thin letter, too, fleapit e overythiug. It is :see that duels with hiss defers*, 
is of a private nature, and was written at the specific request of counsel. So, I did 
take special ream-trees witet It. 

I always enclese the letter in a separate, sealed envelope addresesa to him but 
sent to the moil room. no has told as that he newer sets  on not opened and none is 
ever opened in his presence and be never gets the outside eevelopo. 

In this ease I added a ccwfidential legend to the inside envelops, sealed it 
with eagle) tape, and then aunt it certlfied, return receipt. The number is 161007. 
I made a special trip to the post office to get it and the letter to Bob both out 
today. 

It for once they-  respect their own reeelations we have lost notmeg but a 
little of my time numb of whitely:us wasted today anyway.  If they open it, I 
believe that you have something of which to make an issue. Ana I thick should 
as soon as oirountauces permit* 

To this eM I ask you to ask Jitney when you write him to let you knee it if was 
Opened before he received it. I'd then on him again about your letters. 

I #ot your messages when I got hone. Howeeere no ciroireatancen outside our 
oesetrol have anything to do with the confidentiality, the prince.  and the propriety 
of both the contents of this particular letter and the issue in generaL 

It is amply impoeaiblo for a prisoner to receive justice when all the mail 
having anything to do with his Wiens End with nothing else) is opened and spied 
upon by the other aide. To say nothing or copied. 

If after Baynes' latest they ()eon this: letter I think your own before 6th 
circuit would be stronger and I would not even mention it to hien. I'd raise the 
question direotiy, eeemtrately and along the linen I wanted earlier, eaphusleiug 
the deliberations of the lineopeletiee, violations and anseo and asking it to leeks 
ite own *fall Boole 3udioial inquire on this Constitutional islet" alone, unless the 
hebavior of the lawyers of the other sine is not Contitutionale At not, include it 
as a separate itee. 

Beat, 


